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Did you know one person in five thinks aliens walk
among us? That might go some way to explaining our
collective gullibility when it comes to outrageous
space hoaxes. by daniel weiss
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In a Reuters Ipsos poll released earlier this year, 20 percent of people surveyed – some 23,000 adults across 22 countries – admitted they believe that
aliens live on Earth disguised as humans. Given this apparently common
predisposition to see deep-space bugs around every corner, it’s not surprising that pranksters have delighted in scaring the pants off us. Bring on
the Deep Space Hoaxes. There are plenty of them!

Case #2: Mars Attacks!
And Attacks! And Attacks!

S

Case #1: Man-Bats on the Moon
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instalments told of massive blue
stone
temples, built by the man-bats.
Of course, the stor y of Hersche
l’s
luna r discoveries was an
outright
fake, drea med up by a bore
d Sun
writer named Richard Ada ms
Locke.
As a publicity-generator, it
was an
unabashed success. A pamphle
t containing the reports sold 60,000
copies
in a month, and one women’s grou
p was
reportedly so concerned for the
manbats’ souls that it took up a coll
ection
to send missionaries to the moo
n. In
the end, though, Locke gave the
game
away when he let slip that he had
written the stories himself. And Her
schel,
who had been at work in South
Africa,
albeit with a telescope far less pow
erful
than the one described in the Sun
, only
found out about his supposed disc
overies when a visiting American gave
him
a copy of the pamphlet.

The giant telescope that never was
(above), busy viewing inhabitants of
the moon (below), according to the
Sun’s optimistic report.
photos: corbis; getty images; ap images; ap images
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hortly after 8pm on October
30, 1938, an announcer on
the CBS radio network in the
United States interrupted a
programme of dance music to
report that explosions had been spotted
on the surface of Mars, sending jets of
hydrogen towards Earth at great speed.
The music resumed briefly, then halted
for news that a meteorite was thought to
have landed in the state of New Jersey.
But this was no simple meteorite – it
was a metal cylinder packed with slimy,
tentacled and very scary extraterrestrials. Before long, the music was totally
abandoned for a series of eyewitness reports of the monsters’ terrifying killing
spree: they torched thousands with heat
rays, poisoned others with mysterious
black smoke and trampled still more as
they marched on New York City. The announcer sombrely concluded that “those
strange beings who landed in the Jersey
farmlands tonight are the vanguard of an
invading army from the planet Mars”.
Panic ensued. By the time a government official came on air to urge calm,
terrified callers were flooding CBS’s headquarters, police stations, newspapers and
radio stations with pleas for information.
Many authorities were as confused as
listeners. But the reports were just a particularly realistic adaptation of H G Wells’
novel The War of the Worlds, staged by a
theatre group led by Orson Welles, who
would go on to become a renowned film
director and actor. He revealed the prank
at the end of the broadcast, but by then
the panic was widespread. People fled
their homes in underwear with wet towels wrapped around their heads to protect
them against poison gas. Some in New
Jersey reportedly attacked a water tower
with shotguns and rifles, thinking it was
a Martian war machine. More happily, a
man whose marriage proposal had been
repeatedly rejected finally received a yes
after convincing his girlfriend the world
was about to end.



“I heard that broadcast and almost
had a heart attack,” one outraged
listener told The New York Times the
next day. “It was a pretty crummy
thing to do.”
But the “Mars Attacks” genre was
born, and proved popular (with joker
broadcasters, at any rate) across the
world. Six years later, in November
1944, a radio station in the Chilean capital of Santiago aired a similar spoof.
Breaking news flashes announced that
Martians had parachuted into a nearby town, and reports of destruction
followed. Panicked crowds filled the
streets, and one man was reportedly
so frightened he suffered a fatal heart
attack, despite the station announcing
the broadcast in advance.
Ecuador’s Radio Quito didn’t get
off so lightly when it broadcast reports
of a Martian “invasion” in February
1949. Frightened crowds filled the
streets of Quito, and the army and police headed off to fight the Martians.
When news of the chaos reached the
producers, they repeatedly announced
it was fiction. But all this did was enrage the scared mob, who firebombed
the Radio Quito building, trapping
dozens. The police, off pursuing Martians, were slow to arrive, and by the
time emergency services reached the
building, at least six people had died
and many others were injured.
Even this didn’t quench the desire
to scare radio listeners. Fake Martians have continued to attack via
radio, launching no fewer than six new
invasions of the United States,
Portugal and Brazil. The most recent,
on the Portuguese town of Palmela,
occurred in 1998. As for when the Martians will attack again, only the radio
producers know …

Why are those people standing around, watching
a building burn to the ground in Quito (top)?
Because the Martians have parachuted into the
city and attacked the inhabitants, obviously.
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Case #3: Patterns in the Fields
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The controversy contin
Who made these crop circles? Do you
believe M Night Shyamalan and his movie
Signs, or two pranksters with planks
named Bower and Chorley?

HOAXING A LIVING

photos: temporary temples; temporary temples; corbis

Groups such as Circlemakers, based in London, England, take credit for carrying on the
crop-circle tradition started by Doug Bower
and Dave Chorley. The group has established
a lucrative sideline creating crop circles as
advertisements for companies like Mitsubishi
and Weetabix, but founder John Lundberg
is most proud of the circles the group makes
in secret. “As an artist, it’s a great thing to
hear that these are works of genius that could
never, ever possibly be made by humans,” he
says. “That’s pretty big flattery.”
Lundberg and his collaborators use architectural software to plot out complex designs.
“I use the software to make construction
diagrams, a step-by-step guide to making the
circle that we take into the fields,” he says.
To actually flatten the crops, they use lowtech planks of wood like those employed by
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Bower and Chorley. Lundberg says that four
crop stompers working four to six hours in
the dead of night can produce an impressive
circle, although particularly ambitious projects require up to 12 workers.
Over the last two decades, crop-circle
designs have grown more elaborate and
expansive, incorporating complex mathematical and mythological themes. A fractal-like
2001 formation in England’s Wiltshire county
consisted of 409 different circles in a spiral
pattern measuring 243 metres across. But
Lundberg and his collaborators never take
credit for any individual circle. “If we did
them and stuck them up on our website,
they’d be immediately written off as manmade hoaxes and they’d never get any
mention,” he says. “So it’s important that they
are put out there anonymously.”
september 2010
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Case #4: Monkey Business

I
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Did someone forget to put out their
campfire? Or has a meteorite really
crash-landed on Earth? It depends on
what you want to believe.

Case #5: Latvia’s First Meteorite

three men found a strange,
hairless being lying dead
on the road. a veterinarian
described it as “something
out of this world”

photos: georgia bureau of investigation; corbis; corbis

n the late 1940s and early
1950s, thousands of flying saucer sightings were reported in
the United States, but no one
saw a bona fide alien. That
changed on July 8, 1953. Early that
morning, three young men driving on
a rural road in Georgia saw a group of
strange creatures scampering towards
a red saucer-shaped object.
“We hit something and stopped,”
the driver, Edward Watters, reported. “The red object turned blue and
sailed away at a very fast speed.”
Watters and his friends got gingerly
out of their truck and found one of
the strange, hairless beings lying dead
on the road near scorch marks left by
the spacecraft.
The men told their odd tale to a
police officer, who had pulled over to
investigate, and then took the body to a
local newspaper. A veterinarian, called
in to examine the corpse, described it
as “something out of this world,” and
news of the encounter raced across the
country. The US Air Force even sent investigators to look into the incident.
By the end of the day, though,
the story fell apart. Dr Marion Hines,
an anatomy professor at Emory University in nearby Atlanta, helped
perform an autopsy – and determined
the “alien” was actually a monkey with
its tail chopped off and hair completely
removed. “If it came from Mars, they
have monkeys on Mars!” announced
Hines. Finally, the men confessed to
staging the scene. They had bought the
monkey from a pet shop, killed it with
chloroform and removed its hair with a
depilatory. The road where the “spacecraft” took off had been scorched with
a blowtorch.
Watters was fined US$40 for obstructing the roadway and became the
object of widespread ridicule. “It got to
be a big joke,” he lamented in a later interview. “But jokes can go too far. They
ran it into the ground, calling me Monkey Man and laughing at me.”

O

n a quiet Sunday evening in October 2009,
a trio of university students in northern Latvia
reported hearing a loud
roaring sound while shooting footage
for a film project. “We saw something
burning in the sky like a ball and it
was moving very fast,” Ancis Steinbergs, one of the students, told the
London Times.
In a video uploaded to YouTube,
the students’ camera jerkily approaches the edge of a smoking crater, then
peers down to reveal a flaming mass.
Apparently a meteorite had struck –
the first ever to land in Latvia – and
the students happened to be there to


witness it. They alerted the country’s
Fire and Rescue Service, which sent
out a crew to investigate.
The next morning, Dr Ilgonis Vilks,
an astronomer at the University of
Latvia, drove from his home in the
Baltic country’s capital, Riga, to see
the evidence. “During the drive, I received approximately 100 telephone
calls from different journalists, local
and international, asking, ‘What is going on?’” he recalls. But on arrival at
the site, Vilks grew suspicious. There
were no rocks or dirt spewed out
around the crater and there was a ring
of green grass inside it – not what you
would expect if a high-temperature
object had just impacted. “I needed

around one minute to look around,”
says Vilks. “Then I was ready to say
it was a fake.” Other scientists found
traces of aluminium powder, used in
explosives like fireworks, and shovel
marks in the dirt.
Later that day, the Latvian branch
of a Swedish mobile phone company
called Tele2 admitted it had staged
the meteorite landing, and shortly
after announced a new Meteorite tariff plan for subscribers. But the hoax
wasn’t an unqualified commercial
success. The company ultimately paid
about 20,000 euros (US$25,000) to
government agencies and media outfits as compensation for the cost of
responding to the mock meteorite. n
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